1. Accessing MEDITECH Standards 5.66
   - Accessing MEDITECH on a NON-Easy Pass Device
   - Accessing MEDITECH through an Easy Pass Device

2. Introduction to MEDITECH
   - Log in to MEDITECH
   - Review the MEDITECH screen
   - Demonstrate Suspend Session
   - Log out of MEDITECH

3. Introduction to the Status Board
   - Access the Status Board
   - Access Location List to add patients to My List
   - Search for a patient to add to My List
   - Review My List
   - Remove a patient from My List

4. Introduction to Clinical Documentation
   - Introduce the Plan of Care framework
   - Review the Warm Welcome
   - Review Daily Perfect Care
   - Review the Fond Farewell

5. Introduction to the Interventions Worklist
   - Open and review the Interventions Worklist
   - Document “I Did It” interventions

6. Documenting Interventions with Assessments
   - Document Admission Height & Weight intervention
   - Document Vital Signs intervention
   - Advanced Documentation: Document Fall Risk intervention

7. Documenting Group Assessment Interventions
   - Document two sections of the Shift Physical Assessment intervention
   - Document a Reassessment using Document Spreadsheet

8. Edit and Undo Documentation
   - Document the Intake and Output assessment
   - Edit the Intake and Output assessment
   - Document IV/Invasive Line assessment
   - Undo the IV/Invasive Line assessment
9. eMAR/BMV Part 1 Scheduled and PRN Medications
   - Document administration of a scheduled po medication using the bedside medication verification (BMV) process
   - Document administration of a PRN IM pain medication using the bedside medication verification (BMV) process
   - Document a pain reassessment

10. eMAR/BMV Part 2 Unscheduled and Non-Administered Medications
    - Document an unscheduled medication administration
    - Document a non-administered medication
    - Edit a documented medication
    - Undo a documented medication

11. eMAR/BMV Part 3: IVs and IVPBs
    - Document an IV administration
    - Document an IV Piggyback (IVPB) administration

12. Co-Signature for Student Documentation
    - Intervention – Co-Signature for Student/LVN
    - Medication Co-Signature Documentation

13. Documenting Vitals from the Hemodynamic Monitor
    - Access the hemodynamic monitoring assessment
    - Pull vitals data from the hemodynamic monitor

14. ED: Introduction to the EDM Tracker
    - Add Patients to My List
    - Review the Tracker
    - Remove a Patient from My list

15. ED: Document an Intervention
    - Document the ED Adult VS & Pain Assessment

16. ED: Add, Edit, and Undo an Intervention
    - Add an Intervention
    - Edit an Intervention
    - Undo an Intervention

17. ED: Document a PO and IM Medication
    - Document a PO Medication
    - Document an IM Medication

18. Introduction to the EMR
    - Access the EMR
    - Review clinical and administrative data for a patient using EMR panels